TWN Shoreline Conceptual Adaptation and Visualization Project –
PROJECT ENGAGEMENT

Project Purpose:
To explore ways to build shoreline resilience that manages the impacts of climate change and sea level
rise, and provides for community and environmental benefits.

Project Work Plan Steps and Engagement Opportunities:

ENGAGEMENT PLAN PROJECT WORK PLAN

This project involves completion of five (5) key work plan steps by the end of March 2022. Ideas and input
gathered from various engagement activities is important to inform all stages of the project.
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Imagining the Future Shoreline - How to be Involved and to Share Your Ideas:
For this project to be a success, it needs to be driven by community vision and values, and informed by
community member knowledge and experiences of the shoreline.
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There are several ways you can get involved, and be entered to win a PRIZE too!

1. Attend a shoreline adaptation design charrette (workshop) …
The project team will be hosting a series of design charrette workshops to explore innovative pathways
and design solution for the shoreline.
Join us at the design workshop with the TWN Climate Change Advisory Committee (CCAC) to share
your ideas and help shape the future of the shoreline. Community members attending the full workshop
may be eligible to receive an honorarium for their time.
Event: shoreline design workshop with the TWN CCAC
Date: Thursday Nov 18, 2021
Time: 7:00 - 9:00pm
Place: online meeting

2. Call for stories and knowledge about the shoreline ...
Share your stories and knowledge of the shoreline. To inform this project, we’d like to know:
•
•
•

Past: How did your ancestors experience the shoreline?
Present: How do you and your family currently experience the shoreline? What has changed?
What are your concerns for the shoreline? What is preventing you from enjoying the shoreline?
Future: How do you envision the shoreline of the future? What would you like to see so that future
generations of TWN families can enjoy and experience the shoreline?

Stories can be submitted as a word, picture, sketch, email, audio or video file. Please also let us know
how your story relates to the project study area map shown below (describe the location if possible).

3. Conversations about the Shoreline …
Prefer to share this information directly with the project team?
Our project team will also be conducting interviews to learn more about TWN community past, present
and future use of the shoreline.
To sign up for interviews, to attend the design charrette workshop, or to submit stories of the shoreline
please contact communications@twnation.ca or the project manager at sdalsanto@twnation.ca.

PRIZE DRAW - Submit your story or sign up for an interview by Dec 1st 2021 to
be entered into a $200 family dinner prize draw.
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